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ABSTRACT
Using a general circulation model with newly implemented cloud modeling, we investigate how radiative feedback
can self-consistently shape condensate cloud distributions, temperatures, and fluxes in a hot Jupiter atmosphere. We
apply a physically motivated but simple parameterization of condensate clouds in which the temperature determines the
cloud distribution, and we evaluate how different assumptions of vertical mixing and aerosol opacity affect predictions.
We compare results from cases in which the aerosols are simply included in the last step of the simulation (i.e. post-
processed) to cases in which clouds and their radiative feedback are actively included throughout the duration of the
simulation. When clouds and radiative feedback were actively included, cloud cover decreased at equatorial regions
and increased towards the poles relative to the post-processed solutions. The resulting phase curves also differed
between the two approaches; the post-processed cloud simulations predicted weaker day-night contrasts in emission
and greater eastward shifts in the maximum emission compared to the active cloud modeling. This illustrates the
importance of cloud radiative feedback and shows that post-processing can provide inaccurate solutions when clouds
are thick enough to provide significant scattering.
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21. INTRODUCTION
Aerosols are likely common features of planetary at-
mospheres (Lodders 2010; Marley et al. 2013) and may
be seen as fundamental attributes of any significant,
chemically-rich, atmosphere over an appropriate range
of temperatures. Whether in the form of photochemi-
cal hazes or vapor condensate clouds, aerosols of various
compositions are clearly prevalent in the range of envi-
ronments within our own solar system (West et al. 1986;
Gao 2017). Given the multitude of possible atmospheric
gases and the range of temperatures expected in other
distant atmospheres, we may reasonably likewise expect
a prevalence of clouds and hazes in most exoplanetary
atmospheres.
Considering their likely presence and largely undeter-
mined characteristics, aerosols have been an attractive
explanation for several anomalous characteristics in ob-
servations. As a source of opacity, aerosols have been
used to explain unexpectedly subdued spectral features
in transmission spectra (Gibson et al. 2012, 2013; Sing
et al. 2016; Kreidberg et al. 2018) and weaker than ex-
pected thermal emission on the nightsides of hot Jupiter
atmospheres (Stevenson et al. 2014; Kataria et al. 2015;
Stevenson et al. 2017; Mendonc¸a et al. 2018). As a po-
tential source of reflectance, inhomogeneous clouds have
been proposed to explain the high albedo and possible
asymmetries in the reflected light phase curves of several
hot Jupiters (Esteves et al. 2015), particularly the hot
Jupiter Kepler 7b (Demory et al. 2013; Hu et al. 2015;
Webber et al. 2015; Munoz & Isaak 2015; Parmentier
et al. 2016).
Through scattering and absorption, clouds and hazes
have the potential to alter the atmospheric energy bal-
ance, heating rates, and consequent temperature struc-
ture and winds (Moreno & Sedano 1997; Heng & De-
mory 2013); this in turn can alter the environment in
which aerosols form and modify observable quantities
such as the flux and distribution of reflected and emit-
ted radiation. Evaluating the potential effects of clouds
and hazes on these observables is thus important for
adequately interpreting observations and characterizing
exoplanetary atmospheres.
However, the complexity of the physical processes that
govern clouds and hazes makes rigorous modeling at
the resolution of a three-dimensional general circula-
tion model (GCM) challenging. The range of scales
and processes involved requires significant parameter-
ization in even the most advanced numerical weather
prediction models (Bauer et al. 2015), and tradeoffs
must be made between accurately capturing the relevant
physics and exploring a wide, largely uncharted parame-
ter space. This has led diversity of approaches to model-
ing aerosols in GCMs. The most complex and computa-
tionally demanding atmospheric modeling of exoplanets
has included self-consistent, spontaneous aerosol forma-
tion with modeled microphysics, feedback, and evolution
of clouds in their predictions of winds, temperatures,
and cloud distributions (Lee et al. 2016, 2017; Lines
et al. 2018). Alternatively, simpler but still valuable
approaches have instead computed temperatures for a
clear atmospheres, and then used these results to pre-
dict clouds distributions by comparing temperatures to
condensations curves (Kataria et al. 2016; Parmentier
et al. 2016; Lewis et al. 2017), or additionally comparing
fall rates to vertical winds (Oreshenko et al. 2016). This
post-processing approach provides an expedient way for
predicting distributions of clouds and evaluating their
potentially observable consequences, but it necessarily
neglects the effects of aerosols on the atmosphere.
As mentioned, the presence of aerosols can alter the
environment in which they form. Since condensation
and most chemical reaction rates and are dependent on
the temperature, the radiative response of aerosols can
shape the ensuing distribution of aerosols. This feedback
may be of secondary importance if the clouds are thin
(as Parmentier et al. (2016) concluded in their study),
but they may be more consequential if clouds are thick.
Roman & Rauscher (2017) modeled thick clouds of fixed
distributions in the atmospheres of Kepler 7b, based
on modeling of observed reflectivity by Munoz & Isaak
(2015). Munoz & Isaak (2015) had concluded that very
high, thick clouds positioned along the western termi-
nator were needed to reproduced the observed reflected
light phase curves. By including the double-gray radia-
tive effects of these static, prescribed clouds in a GCM,
Roman & Rauscher (2017) showed that if clouds were
assumed to be very thick, the radiative effects of clouds
could significantly alter the heating rates, resulting in
temperature fields that were inconsistent with the pre-
scribed distribution of condensate clouds. As a con-
sequence of these forced, self-inconsistent distributions,
the insulated equatorial regions cooled less efficiently
and emitted more flux on portions of the nightside than
expected. Though extreme, that modeling illustrated
the significance of ignoring the natural effects of radia-
tive feedback on the cloud cover.
In the present study, we further investigate how ra-
diative feedback can shape the condensate cloud dis-
tribution, temperatures, and observable fluxes in a hot
Jupiter atmosphere. We build upon the previous mod-
eling of Roman & Rauscher (2017) to include physically
motivated parameterizations of condensate clouds that
includes temperature dependence, akin to typical post-
processing methods, but with radiative feedback effects
3throughout the duration of the simulation. We discuss
our methods for parameterizing clouds within GCM sim-
ulations in Section 2. In Section 3, we compare the
results of simulations completed using post-processing
techniques to those that included active radiative feed-
back for three different assumptions regarding cloud pa-
rameters. We show that the different approaches can
result in significant differences in cloud cover and result-
ing reflected and thermal phase curves, as summarized
in our conclusions in Section 4.
2. METHODS
2.1. The General Circulation Model
To simulate temperatures, winds, and radiative fluxes
within both clear and cloudy atmospheres, we used the
GCM previously described in Roman & Rauscher (2017)
but significantly developed in its modeling of clouds.
Originally based on the Intermediate General Circula-
tion Model of the University of Reading (Hoskins &
Simmons 1975), the code was previously modified to
model hot Jupiters (Menou & Rauscher 2009; Rauscher
& Menou 2010; Rauscher & Menou 2012). The GCM
solves the primitive equations of meteorology using the
spectral method of discretization in the horizontal and
finite differencing in the vertical. As described in de-
tail in (Roman & Rauscher 2017), the radiative transfer
scheme applies a double-gray, two-streamed approxima-
tion of radiative transport that includes effects of aerosol
scattering following Toon et al. (1989).
For our simulations we chose to use the planetary
parameters of Kepler-7b (Latham et al. 2010), a hot
Jupiter for which specific inhomogeneous aerosol distri-
butions have been proposed to explain the observed re-
flectances (Demory et al. 2013; Munoz & Isaak 2015).
The expected atmospheric temperatures of Kepler-7b
span a range that includes the condensation curves of
several abundant silicates, such that condensate clouds
may form in the coolest regions while the minerals re-
main in the vapor state in the hottest regions (as dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.1); this provided a environment
for potentially rich, heterogeneous cloud distributions.
The choice of planetary parameters also allowed us to
directly compare our results to those of our previous
study, in which we modeled prescribed, fixed clouds on
Kepler-7b (Roman & Rauscher 2017). As in our previ-
ous work, we neglect the expected magnetic effects that
may potentially influence the circulation at these hot
temperatures, in order to isolate role of radiative feed-
back and responsive temperature-dependent clouds in
the simulation. The model parameters used are listed
in Table 1.
Initial conditions at each location assumed still winds
and a temperature profile appropriate for the cloud-free,
dayside atmosphere. This initial temperature profile was
computed using the analytical approximation of Guil-
lot (2010), with absorption parameters chosen to best
match the temperature profile modeled by Demory et al.
(2013) using methods of Fortney et al. (2008).
Results from a simulation of the clear model are shown
in Figure 1. Our clear model exhibits several of the char-
acteristics typical of many hot Jupiter simulations. The
synchronously locked dayside is hotter than the night-
side, and there is strong equatorial jet that advects the
hot spot to the east of the substellar longitude (Show-
man et al. 2009; Dobbs-Dixon et al. 2010; Rauscher
& Menou 2010; Heng et al. 2011; Mayne et al. 2014;
Polichtchouk et al. 2014). Clear of any scatterers, the
thermal emission from the planet mirrors this tempera-
ture pattern at the infrared photosphere.
2.2. Cloud Modeling within the GCM
Whereas Roman & Rauscher (2017) prescribed fixed
aerosol distributions motivated by observations, for the
present study we modified the code to allow for more re-
alistic, mutable clouds with physically motivated distri-
butions. The location of clouds depended on the mod-
eled temperature field relative to condensation curves
for different potential condensates. If a given tempera-
ture profile crossed a condensation curve, a cloud base
was assumed to form at that location, and the layer
was assigned scattering properties appropriate for the
particular cloud species. The visible opacity, infrared
opacity, and vertical thickness of exoplanetary clouds
are not well constrained by observations and theoret-
ically dependent on assumptions regarding the abun-
dances, particle sizes, condensation efficiency, scattering
properties, and strength of vertical mixing, as discussed
below. Given the large number of variables, we chose
to limit our focus to a few cases that express differ-
ent assumptions regarding overall cloud opacities and
vertical mixing, with the goal of evaluating the signifi-
cance of these uncertainties on the modeled atmosphere.
Then for each of these cases, we ran and compared sim-
ulations applying two different approaches to process-
ing aerosols: in one approach, clouds were permitted
to form, alter the heating rates, and respond through-
out the duration of the run—which we refer to as active
cloud modeling—and in the other, the cloud coverage
was simply determined from the last iteration of a clear
model—which we refer to as post-processing, as detailed
below.
2.2.1. Cloud Composition and Condensation Curves
4Figure 1. Temperatures, winds, and emission from our simulation of a clear hot Jupiter atmosphere. (Left Panel) Temperature
profiles for the cloudless atmosphere compared with condensation curves of selected condensibles. Equatorial locations at
different longitudes are shown in color as indicated in the legend, while gray lines are from all other locations. For all plots,
the substellar point defines zero latitude and longitude. The horizontal red and black dotted lines represent the pressure
of the IR photosphere and where the two-way optical depth of visible light equals one, respectively, for a clear atmosphere.
Condensation curves are shown for MnS (alabandite), MgSiO3 (enstatite), Fe (iron), and Al2O3 (corundum), as included in the
cloudy simulations, taken from Figures 1 and 2 of Mbarek & Kempton (2016). Clouds are expected to form where temperature
profiles cross condensation curves. (Middle Panel) Mapped temperature field from our clear atmosphere at the 25 mbar pressure
level, roughly corresponding to height of the infrared photosphere, along with wind vectors showing the direction and relative
strength of winds at that height. Temperatures fields like this may be post-processed to predict cloud coverage. (Right Panel)
Global map of the emitted thermal flux (integrated over all wavelengths) at the top of the model. In the absence of attenuating
clouds, the emission map is determined by the temperature field alone.
We compared temperature profiles to condensation
curves based on values in Figures 1 and 2 of Mbarek
& Kempton (2016), in part reproduced in Figure 1.
Though several species can condense at the relevant
temperatures and pressures, only a few are expected to
have abundances great enough to yield clouds of sig-
nificant opacity; these include Al2O3 (corundum) and
related aluminum bearing condensates, CaTiO3 (per-
ovskite) and related titanium bearing condensates, Fe
(iron), Mg2SiO4 (forsterite), MgSiO3 (enstatite), Cr
(chromium), and MnS (alabandite), listed in order of
decreasing condensation temperatures (Parmentier et al.
2016; Wakeford et al. 2017). Of these, for a solar com-
position atmosphere, MgSiO3 would produce the most
condensate while CaTiO3 and Cr would produce the
least (Wakeford et al. 2017). Given this, for simplic-
ity and clarity we chose to include only MnS, Al2O3,
Fe, and MgSiO3, which provide four distinct condensa-
tion curves that span the range expected atmospheric
temperatures. We neglect all remaining possible con-
densates, even though small abundances could poten-
tially contribute significantly to the scattering in the
long path-lengths nearing the limb. We note that de-
spite its relatively meager mass, CaTiO3 was determined
by Parmentier et al. (2016) to be one of the more impor-
tant species due to its high condensation temperature
and high albedo. Al2O3 has a similarly high condensa-
tion temperature and much greater mass (∼ 13 ×) com-
pared to CaTiO3, but Parmentier et al. (2016) found
that Al2O3 was a less effective scatterer when particles
sizes were greater than 0.1 µm. In our case, we investi-
gate only slightly larger particles (radius of 0.2 µm) and
include multiple cloud species simultaneously in all our
simulations, with scattering parameters weighted by the
opacity, meaning that the contribution of CaTiO3 would
be diminished by the much more massive Al2O3. The
reality is likely more complex, as the contribution of
each species critically depends on how different species
combine to form aerosols within a cloud, which is highly
uncertain. Nonetheless, the potential role of additional
species will be explored in future modeling.
2.2.2. Cloud Opacity and Scattering Parameters
The optical thickness of aerosols formed within a given
layer were based on the following assumptions. In gen-
eral, the opacity was taken as a function of the gaseous
abundance and cloud particle properties. We assumed
the minor gases were well-mixed with uniform, solar
abundant mole fractions (Burrows & Sharp 1999). The
potential mass of aerosols in each of the 50 vertical lay-
ers (logarithmically spaced in pressure), was assumed
proportional to the mass of the condensing gas in that
layer. For each layer, we computed this component gas
mass using the mole fraction and the molecular weight
5Table 1. General Model Parameters
Parameter Value Units Comment
Orbital/Dynamical
Radius of the planet, Rp 1.128× 108 m ref: Demory et al. 2011
Gravitational acceleration, g 4.17 m s−2 ref: Demory et al. 2011
Rotation rate, Ω 1.49× 10−5 s−1 assumed tidally synchronized
Clear Atmosphere Radiative Transfer
Specific gas constant, R 3523 J kg−1 K−1 assumed H2 rich
Ratio of gas constant to heat capacity, R/cP 0.286 – assumed Diatomic
Incident flux at substellar point, F↓vis,irr 1.589× 106 W m−2 ref: Demory et al. 2011
Internal heat flux, F↑IR,int 2325 W m−2 from modeled T-profile
Visible absorption coefficient, κvis 1.57× 10−3 cm2 g−1 constant, from modeled T-profile
Infrared absorption coefficient, κIR 1.08× 10−2 cm2 g−1 constant, from modeled T-profile
Pressure of τvis = 1 for two-way vertical path 133 mbar gas only, calculated from κvis and g
Pressure of τvis = 2/3 for one-way vertical path 177 mbar gas only, calculated from κvis and g
Pressure of τIR = 2/3 for one-way vertical path 26 mbar gas only, calculated from κIR and g
Model Resolution
Vertical layers 50 –
Bottom of modeling domain pressure ∼100 Bar
Top of modeling domain pressure 5.7× 10−5 Bar
Horizontal Resolution T31 – corresponds to ∼48 lat × ∼96 lon
Dynamical Temporal Resolution 4800 time steps/day
Radiative Transfer Temporal Resolution 600 time steps/day heating rates updated every 8 timesteps
Simulated Time 2000 planet days
relative to the mean atmospheric weight (assumed Jo-
vian), such that
mg =
∆P
g
χg
µg
µ
(1)
where ∆P is the change in pressure across the layer, g is
the gravitational acceleration, χg is the mole fraction of
the condensible gas species, µg is the molecular weight
of the gas species, µ is the mean molecular weight of
the atmosphere, and mg is the resulting mass of the
component gas species in the layer.
The mass of each component gas species was then con-
verted to an aerosol optical depth via the expression
τa =
3mgQef
4rρ
(2)
where r is the aerosol particle radius, Qe is particle scat-
tering extinction efficiency, ρ is the particle density, f
is the fraction of the particular gas that actually forms
condensate, and τa is the resulting aerosol optical thick-
ness of the layer. For a uniform mole fraction and as-
sumed f and scattering properties, combining Eqs.(1)
and (2) yields a uniform aerosol optical depth per bar
of pressure within the cloud.
The fraction of each particular gas that becomes part
of the condensate cloud would in general depend on the
local temperature and equilibrium vapor pressure of the
gas, as well as the efficiency of nucleation and conden-
sation (Bohren & Albrecht 2000); the amount that re-
mains condensed within the cloud on some appreciably
long time scale would in part depend on the vertical mix-
ing and microphysical processes that determine rainout.
To get a sense of appropriate values for f , we first eval-
uated the partial pressure of MgSiO3 versus its equilib-
rium vapor pressure for temperature profiles taken from
our clear GCM simulation. All the excess vapor pressure
was converted into a mass and compared to the simple
mole fractional mass given by Eq.(1). To account for
just the deviation from a proper saturation vapor pres-
sure calculation, we found a value of f ranging between
60.7 and 0.9 is appropriate. Availability of potentially
limited condensation nuclei and rainout would serve to
reduce this fraction further by an unknown amount. We
accept that in reality, a host of physical processes beyond
the scope of this model would complicate this picture,
and combined with significant uncertainties in all the
parameters in Eq. (2), the total opacity of the cloud is
widely uncertain. Accordingly, we viewed f as an un-
constrained parameter that was tuned to explore a range
of values.
As a practical matter, we found values of f &0.33
caused computational difficulties, as the resulting high
optical thicknesses (exceeding 105 per bar) produced
extreme heating rates and numerical instabilities. We
note that Lines et al. (2018) described a similar prob-
lem with high heating rates in their modeling, which
they addressed by placing initial upper bounds on the
heating rates while allowing the atmosphere to gradu-
ally adjust. A similar approach may be taken in our fu-
ture work, but in the present case, given the wide range
of uncertainty and the simplicity of our modeling, we
simply limited our thickest cloud models to values of
f=1/10. We also wished to examine how significant ra-
diative feedback was for relatively thin clouds, and so we
ran simulations with f=1/100. For the assumed particle
properties, these corresponded to still hefty total optical
thicknesses over 14,000 and 1,400 per bar, respectively,
in our visible band, with infrared cloud optical thick-
nesses further dependent on relative extinction at longer
wavelengths as discussed below.
Common scattering parameters for each cloud compo-
sition were computed from Mie theory at 650 nm and 5
microns, using the indices of refraction from Kitzmann
& Heng (2018). The two wavelengths were chosen to
represent the visible and infrared channels of the double-
gray radiative transfer modeling used in our GCM, as
discussed in Section 2.3. The parameters included the
single scattering albedo $0, which defines the fraction
of incident light scattered by each particle with values
ranging between one (conservative scattering) and zero
(fully absorbing); the asymmetry parameter g0, which
is related to the scattering phase function and indicates
whether particles tend to scattered more isotropically
(values approaching zero) or preferentially in forward
or backward directions (approaching 1 and -1, respec-
tively); and the extinction efficiency Qe, which we use
to relate the particle size and abundance to an optical
depth.
Since we did not model particle growth and evolution,
we were forced to assume a mean particle size and distri-
bution for our Mie calculations. We chose a log normal
size distribution with an effective mean particle radius
of 0.2 micron and a variance of 0.1 micron based on in-
ferences of small particles sizes in observations (Munoz
& Isaak 2015; Kreidberg et al. 2018), previous exoplanet
modeling (Parmentier et al. 2013; Lines et al. 2018), and
distributions in terrestrial clouds (Lo´pez 1977). These
small particles scatter more efficiently in the visible than
the IR resulting in higher cloud opacities in the visible
relative to the thermal. We note in general that the
particle sizes are likely functions of location and height
in the atmosphere (Parmentier et al. 2013; Lee et al.
2017; Lines et al. 2018), and the particle distribution
may likely be more complex and even bimodal (Powell
et al. 2018; Lines et al. 2018), but the simple approach
adopted here helps to cleanly isolate the consequence of
the different vertical distribution and opacity assump-
tions.
The scattering properties applied in our simulations
are listed in Appendix Table A. In locations where mul-
tiple clouds form at the same level, the scattering param-
eters ($0, g0) are weighted based on the optical depth of
each species. The total aerosol optical depth was taken
as the sum of component condensates, each of which has
a distribution dependent on its respective condensation
curve.
2.2.3. Cloud Vertical Extent
With the potential optical depth of any given layer
set by the above assumptions, we looked to parameter-
izing the vertical extent of the cloud. Though the base
pressure of the cloud is reasonably determined by tem-
perature profiles (i.e. where the condensation curves
and temperature profiles cross), the vertical extent of
the clouds above the base would at least depend on the
relative strength of the vertical mixing versus sedimenta-
tion (Ackerman & Marley 2001; Gao et al. 2018). Verti-
cal mixing rates are not well constrained, and modeling
estimates of parametrized eddy diffusivity values vary
by orders of magnitude (Moses et al. 2013; Parmentier
et al. 2013; Agu´ndez et al. 2014). If particle sizes are
modest or vertical mixing is relatively weak, we would
expect a compact condensate cloud layer, as is typically
inferred to exist in giant planets of our solar system
(e.g. the ammonia clouds on Jupiter see Rossow 1978;
Moses et al. 2013; Ackerman & Marley 2001; Banfield
et al. 1998); however, dynamical modeling suggests that
vertical mixing in hot Jupiters is vigorous and parti-
cle sizes are small, permitting vapor and clouds to be
lofted to sub-millibar pressures, if temperatures permit,
somewhat irrespective of the pressure of the cloud’s base
(Parmentier et al. 2013; Lines et al. 2018). Whether
clouds are compact or extended is significant because
each case would yield different top-of-the-atmosphere
7albedos, depending on the condensation temperatures
and intrinsic reflectance of each cloud species, and this
would affect the predicted patterns of heating and re-
flectance.
To evaluate the consequences of the vertical extent, we
chose to model both compact and extended cases. For
the compact cloud cases, the constant tau per per cloud
opacity is truncated after five vertical layers (∼1.4 scale
heights) beyond its base. In extended cloud cases, we
allowed the cloud to extend up to 0.1 mbar, regardless
of the base pressure. Either way, we maintained the pre-
viously discussed criteria, such that clouds only formed
within these vertical domains if the temperatures per-
mitted, and when formed, each species of cloud had a
uniform aerosol opacity per bar determined by the rel-
ative abundances. We ignored the scenario in which
volatiles may be limited in vertical extent by means of a
cold-trap, as explored by Parmentier et al. (2013); Lines
et al. (2018), since our warmer temperature structure
and choice of condensates precluded this scenario.
2.3. Accuracy of the Double-Gray Approximation
Our GCM modeling uses a double-gray radiative
transfer approximation, which effectively separates the
spectrum and its processing into just two fundamen-
tally different regimes —a visible regime characterized
by scattering and absorption of stellar light entering the
top of the atmosphere, and a thermal regime defined
by the emission, scattering, and absorption of intrinsic
thermal radiation originating from within the atmo-
sphere. This approximation has the strength of being
computationally faster and simpler than more rigor-
ously accurate schemes that evaluate multiple bands of
different frequencies, while still capturing the essential
physics necessary for computing approximate heating
rates to first order. It has been used in previous hot
Jupiters models (e.g. Dobbs-Dixon et al. 2010; Heng
et al. 2011; Rauscher & Menou 2012) where it has been
shown to yield thermal structures and induced circu-
lations similar to those produced using multi-spectral
radiative transfer.
However, the accuracy of the double-gray approxi-
mation when applied to a cloudy atmosphere requires
a closer look, as scattering within clouds is strongly
wavelength-dependent. Of greatest concern is the vari-
ation in cloud opacity with wavelength, characterized
by the scattering extinction efficiency. This parameter
determines the effective mean cross-sectional area and
consequent optical thickness of a cloud as a function of
wavelength. In general, the extinction efficiency drops
significantly with increasing wavelengths once the par-
ticle’s physical size becomes small relative to the wave-
length (Hansen & Travis 1974; Kitzmann & Heng 2018).
For expected particle sizes of 0.1 micron or more, varia-
tion across the visible spectrum is expected to be small
and clouds may be approximated as gray scatterers;
however, in the infrared, the extinction trend becomes
significant. Clouds that are optically thicker in the vis-
ible become optically thinner in the infrared and essen-
tially transparent to radiation at longer wavelengths. In
a double-gray approximation, this trend across the in-
frared is neglected, such that a single cloud opacity is
applied from the near-IR to the far-IR. Depending on
the values chosen, this leads to thermal scattering that
is too slight at shorter wavelengths and too large at
longer wavelengths. To some extent, this is mitigated
by the fact that blackbody emission also diminishes sig-
nificantly with wavelength, but the effect can be most
significant near the blackbody peak.
With this in mind, we attempted to choose a represen-
tative wavelength by minimizing the error in fluxes pro-
duced by a gray cloud versus a cloud with proper wave-
length dependent extinction. To do so, we evaluated the
Planck function for relevant atmospheric temperatures
and calculated the total wavelength-integrated transmis-
sion through an overlying attenuating layer with wave-
length dependent extinction for 0.2 µm radii particles
based on the functional fits to extinction efficiencies for
MgSiO3 from Kitzmann & Heng (2018). Then we cal-
culated the transmission assuming only gray extinction,
evaluated at a different wavelength in each case that cov-
ered a large grid of possible values. Calculations were
then repeated for different values of the layer optical
depths and underlying blackbody temperatures span-
ning the range found in our models. We found that for
each case, a single extinction efficiency could approxi-
mately reproduce the total integrated emission, but the
precise value was highly dependent on the blackbody
temperature and layer optical depth. It was also de-
pendent on the extinction curve, which is itself highly
dependent on the assumed particle size, particle size dis-
tribution, and indices of refraction. We can only broadly
conclude that a single extinction in the IR that is cho-
sen to be roughly 10−2 to 10−3 of that in the visible
provided the least errors in transmission between lay-
ers in these simple gray versus non-gray studies. In our
model set-up, this corresponds to evaluating the extinc-
tion efficiencies at wavelengths of roughly 4-6 microns.
Furthermore, any single value applied to all situations
will yield incorrect fluxes that are generally within a fac-
tor of a few, but can be off by an order of magnitude in
the coldest, cloudiest locations, compared to a non-grey
calculations. How this translates to errors in the overall
heating rates and emission in the context of a global cir-
8culation model is more complicated and requires a full
side by side grey vs non-grey GCM treatment, which
should be addressed in future work.
Based on the above tests, we chose to simply evaluate
the infrared scattering parameters at a wavelength of
5µm and caution that the double-gray framework intro-
duces artificial limitations that can lead to systematic
errors in the cloudiest regions. In the visible, where
the wavelength dependence is less significant, we chose
to evaluate scattering at 650 nm, since this value falls
roughly in the middle of the Kepler bandpass.
2.4. Active Clouds vs Post-Processed Clouds
For each of the cloudy cases, we calculated the cloud
distributions using two different approaches. We re-
fer to our first approach as the active cloud modeling
approach, in which clouds were permitted to form and
evolve throughout the entire duration of the simulation.
At each radiative time step, the computed temperatures
were compared to the condensation curves; if tempera-
tures fell below the condensation curve, the layer was
assigned scattering properties appropriate for the par-
ticular cloud species. Since clouds scattered and/or ab-
sorbed radiation, they had the potential to alter the
heating rates and temperature fields; and since the cloud
distributions were dependent on the temperature fields,
the dependence served as a simplified feedback mecha-
nism for clouds within the model.
We then ran simulations using an second approach,
which we refer to as post-processing. In these cases,
clouds were permitted only at the last time step of an
otherwise clear simulation, though applying the very
same criteria for determining aerosol distributions as in
the active cloud approach. Instantaneous aerosol dis-
tributions and fluxes were then computed for a single
time-step so as to prevent any alterations of the tem-
perature fields due to radiative feedbacks. The aerosol
distributions, temperatures, fluxes, and phase curves for
these post-processed results were compared to the active
cloud results.
2.5. Modeling Summary
In summary, we focus on four representative models,
exploring two different vertical extents—compact and
extended—and two different cloud opacities—relatively
thin and thick:
1. Compact cloud of lesser opacity: the cloud is trun-
cated after five vertical layers (∼1.4 scale heights)
beyond its base, with an optical thickness per bar
set by assuming only 1% of the vapor condenses
(i.e. f=1/100), corresponding to a maximum po-
tential optical thickness per bar of 1,409 in the
visible.
2. Extended cloud of lesser opacity: potential opac-
ity as above (τ = 1,409 per bar), but the cloud
is allowed to extend up to the 0.1 mbar height,
regardless of base pressure.
3. Compact cloud of greater opacity: the cloud is
truncated after five vertical layers (∼1.4 scale
heights) beyond its base, but now 10% of the vapor
condenses (i.e. f=1/10), corresponding to a maxi-
mum potential optical thickness per bar of 14,092
in the visible.
4. Extended cloud of greater opacity: potential opac-
ity as above (τ = 14,092 per bar), but the cloud
is allowed to extend up to the 0.1 mbar height,
regardless of base pressure.
In each of the above cases, we essentially defined
the permitted vertical distribution and thickness of the
cloud, but the temperature field determined whether a
cloud was actually realized within these permitted do-
mains. Cloud species included MnS, Al2O3, Fe, and
MgSiO3, and aerosols were assumed to have a log nor-
mal size distribution with the effective mean particle
radii of 0.2 µm with a variance of 0.1 µm in all cases.
For clarity, we will refer to the lesser opacity cases as
thin, and the greater opacity cases as thick, but we em-
phasize that both cases have integrated optical thickness
well above unity.
All simulations were run for 2000 planet days of model
time, which we found was long enough to ensure that
the presented temperatures, winds, fluxes, and cloud
distributions displayed no significant changes with addi-
tional time. As the temperatures in the model changed
and converged towards quasi-steady state solutions, so
did the aerosol distributions. The described scheme is
a simplification, as it ignores the affect of local verti-
cal velocities, chemical disequilibrium, inhomogeneities
that would result from rain-out, latent heating, and
many other physical processes, but it provided a sim-
ple and very efficient means of roughly mimicking plau-
sible aerosol distributions at each time step within the
GCM. In turn, this allowed us to assess the importance
of aerosol radiative feedback in our simple cloud model-
ing. By doing so, we could ascertain when simple post-
processing is sufficient in characterizing the cloud dis-
tribution and observables, and when including radiative
feedback can produce significant changes.
3. RESULTS
9Figure 2. Modeled self-consistent temperature profiles for four different cloudy cases along with condensation curves for MnS,
MgSiO3, Fe, and Al2O3 from our GCM. Equatorial locations at different longitudes are shown in color as indicated in the
legend, while gray lines are from all other locations. The horizontal red and black dotted lines represent the pressure of the
thermal photosphere and where the two-way optical depth of visible light equals one, respectively, for a clear atmosphere. (Left
Panel) Temperature profiles computed while including a compact clouds of relatively low potential cloud opacity (τ=1,409 per
bar), (Middle-Left Panel) clouds of low opacity but extended vertical distribution (up to 0.1 mbar), (Middle-Right) compact
but optically thicker with τ=14,092 per bar, (Right Panel) and clouds both thick (τ=14,092 per bar) and extended, as discussed
in the text. Compared to the clear case (Figure 1), warmer temperatures and strong perturbations are evident across much of
strongly irradiated dayside (red curves), where temperatures hover around the Al2O3 condensation curve. At greater pressures,
from several hundred millibars to 10 bars, the temperatures are cooler as less light penetrates through the clouds down to these
depths. The thicker cloud models show more pronounced features including lower temperatures at the top of the model over the
poles and nightside with warmer daysides. While clouds do introduce abrupt changes in heating rates at cloud levels, the spikes
in the profiles are exaggerated by the limited vertical resolution of the model and should be regarded as numerical artifacts.
Using condensation curves and self-consistent modeled
temperatures for a hot Jupiter, we computed idealized
cloud distributions for a combination of different con-
densible species. To present our results, first we will ex-
amine where clouds form in context of the temperature
fields and how their distributions differ depending on
whether radiative feedback process are included or not.
Then we look at the role of each cloud type, how each of
these clouds contributes to observable reflectance on the
dayside and reduced emission on the nightside. Finally,
we discuss how these differences, altogether, would affect
the temperatures and consequent observable quantities,
such as the emitted and reflected light as a function of
orbital phase.
3.1. Computed Temperatures
In our simplified modeling scheme, the location of
clouds were determined by the temperature field and
assumptions regarding their vertical extent. For post-
processed results, the temperature field was taken from
the clear atmospheric result shown in Figure 1. For our
active cloud results, temperatures were self-consistently
computed with clouds present and allowed to adjust as
clouds themselves adjusted throughout the duration of
the simulation.
By means of scattering and absorbing radiation, the
clouds’ effect on the heating rates can be seen in the re-
sulting temperature profiles and curves shown in Figures
2 and 3, in comparison to Figure 1. Though the mag-
nitude of excursions in the jagged profiles are largely
the numerical consequence of under resolving the sharp
heating and cooling changes, resulting patchiness in the
cloud cover unsurprisingly introduces physical variabil-
ity in the modeled temperatures.
The warm equatorial jet and eastward shift of the
hottest temperatures, as typically seen in models of hot
Jupiters (Showman et al. 2009; Dobbs-Dixon et al. 2010;
Rauscher & Menou 2010; Heng et al. 2011; Mayne et al.
2014), are still found in cloudy simulations; however,
clouds did significantly alter the heating rates and con-
sequent temperature profiles when actively included.
As the visible aerosol scattering dominated over the
thermal scattering, the atmosphere was cooler at depth
compared to the clear model (several hundred degrees at
pressures of a few bars). This was especially true for the
extended cloud models, where deep temperatures were
colder than even the thicker-compact case. The cool-
ing was simply due to the optically thick clouds’ ability
to block and reflect stellar radiation, preventing it from
penetrating as deeply. More light is consequently scat-
tered into space or absorbed above the cloud layers, lead-
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Figure 3. Mapped temperature fields from our four active cloud models: the thin and compact cloud (left), thin and extended
active cloud (middle-left), thick and compact cloud (middle-right), and thick and extended cloud (right) models, at the 25 mbar
pressure level. The central latitude and longitude (i.e. 0◦, 0◦) marks the substellar point. The 25 mbar level roughly corresponds
to the infrared photosphere for the clear atmosphere, where a majority of the emission to space originates. Compared to the
clear case shown in Fig 1 (shown with the same scaling and color bar), the high latitudes are cooled by clouds, particularly in
the extended cases. In the thicker cloud cases, the strong absorption and scattering heat the substellar regions to temperatures
exceeding those in the clear atmosphere.
ing to regions of both warmer and cooler temperatures
that vary greatly by location. This effect was unsur-
prisingly greatest for the extended clouds because they
occupy more layers and hence have a greater integrated
optical thickness. At the poles, the colder temperatures
allowed cloud bases to form deeper, and so there was a
maximum difference between the realized vertical ranges
of the compact and extended clouds. In general, the ex-
tended clouds had a greater effect on the temperatures
than the compact clouds.
High in the atmosphere, regions near the substellar
point were warmer while regions along the western ter-
minator, poles, and nightside were cooler compared to
the clear case. This was a consequence of the cho-
sen cloud properties and the radiative feedbacks they
support. MgSiO3 had a lower condensation tempera-
ture and formed thick, reflective clouds, and when these
clouds formed along the cool western terminator or polar
regions, they further cooled the atmosphere by scatter-
ing visible light (see Figs 6 and 7).
In contrast, Al2O3, had higher condensation tempera-
tures and formed more absorbing cloud particles; there-
fore, it was able to condense on the dayside, where parti-
cles absorbed more radiation and heated the atmosphere
further. Heating from absorption continued until tem-
peratures exceed the condensation temperature and the
cloud vaporized, reducing the heating rate and causing
the temperature to once again fall below the condensa-
tion curve. This simple feedback caused the atmospheric
profiles near the sub-stellar point to adjust to the Al2O3
condensation curve. So, despite its relatively humble
abundance, the Al2O3 had a pronounced effect on the
dayside temperatures due to its relatively modest single
scattering albedo and appropriately warm condensation
temperature. Other trace condensates could plausibly
pay equivalent roles in other atmospheres, just as un-
accounted condensates of high albedo could plausibly
counter this effect (such as CaTiO3, which Parmentier
et al. (2016) cites as a significant scatterer). In real-
ity, the picture would likely be complicated by rainout,
inhomogeneities, vertical motions, and latent heat, but
such a simple feedback mechanism can potentially still
play a part in shaping a range of dayside atmospheric
temperature profiles.
3.2. Computed Cloud Distributions
Figures 4 and 5 show the computed cloud distributions
and how they differ between models given the different
assumptions and implementations. Figure 4 shows the
vertical distribution of aerosols (optical thickness per
bar) in our visible channel as a function of latitude for
different values of the longitude. Figure 5 shows the
total vertically-integrated optical depth mapped in lat-
itude and longitude
Clouds formed deeper at high latitudes in all cases.
Since most of the aerosol opacity occurs in the thicker
atmosphere near the base of the cloud, the total inte-
grated optical thickness was most sensitive to deeper
clouds. For the same reason, when clouds were post-
processed, the differences in the total integrated opti-
cal thickness between the compact and extended clouds
were not large, since the warmer temperatures of the
clear atmosphere precluded deeper clouds. The deep-
est clouds formed only when the overlying clouds were
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Figure 4. Aerosol optical depth per bar for the compact thin cloud (left), extended thin cloud (middle-left), and compact thick
cloud (middle-right), and extended thick cloud (right) models, computed using both active (top) and post-processed (bottom)
approaches. Values are expressed at 650 nm, over our full domain of latitudes and pressures, at four different longitudes: 0◦,
90◦, 180◦, and 270◦, as indicated in the bottom left corner of each panel. Radiative feedback causes greater clouds coverage at
the poles and broken cloud coverage on the strongly irradiated dayside, particularly for the thicker cloud cases; the same effect
is absent in the post-processed solutions.
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actively able to cool the underlying atmosphere, thus
dramatically increasing the base pressure and total op-
tical thicknesses.
The difference between the active and post-processed
modeling techniques was most significant on the day-
side. The strong heating and cloud radiative feedback
caused temperatures to fluctuate around the condensa-
tion temperature for Al2O3 near the substellar point, as
seen in the temperature profiles. This resulted in the
patchy cloud cover on the dayside when active clouds of
small particles were considered. The effect is only on the
dayside and is completely absent in the post-processed,
clearly indicating that this was due to heating in the
visible.
These comparison illustrate how radiative feedback
can alter the cloud distributions within our model, even
when clouds are relatively thin. The post-processed
thin-cloud case matched the active cloud result best,
but the results unsurprisingly diverged with increasing
cloud opacity.
While we find that visible scattering dominates on
the dayside, we note that this is sensitive to the as-
sumed small particle size and choice of cloud compo-
sitions. Test simulations show that larger particle sizes
and different scattering parameters can lead to more sig-
nificant infrared scattering by clouds as their opacity is
enhanced at thermal wavelengths. Thermal radiative
feedback can affect the cloud cover by eroding the base
of the cloud layer, effectively raising the cloud base and
reducing the overall optical thickness. As clouds are
expected to have larger particles at the cloud base (Par-
mentier et al. 2013; Lines et al. 2018), this effect may
be significant in shaping the cloud base and should be
considered in future investigations.
3.3. Component Cloud Contributions to Dayside
Reflectances and Nightside Attenuation
To understand the role of each cloud type, we plotted
the individual contribution of each species for both the
compact and extended clouds models, focusing on just
the thicker cloud cases. Given differences in the conden-
sation curves for each of the included potential conden-
sates, each cloud had a unique distribution depending
on the temperature field. MgSiO3, MnS, and Fe have
cooler condensation curves, and thus they preferentially
form in regions of cooler temperatures along the west-
ern terminator and northern latitudes. The relatively
higher condensation curve for Al2O3 allows clouds to
form at warmer temperatures over most of the planet,
including most of the dayside. We found that the pre-
cise locations of clouds and their observability depends
on the assumed particle properties and whether or not
radiative feedback is included.
To illustrate the differences due to vertical distribu-
tion and effective particle properties of each cloud, we
computed the dayside reflection and nightside attenu-
ating optical thickness for the total cloud mixture and
each component, as shown in Figures 6-7.
The dayside reflectances are expressed as the local top-
of-the-atmosphere albedo multiplied by the cosine of the
incidence angle µ0 (or equivalently, the cosine of the
emission); the correction by µ0 is intended to account
for reduced contribution approaching the limbs of the
spherical planet given the sub-stellar point is at center.
The abundance, extinction efficiency, single scattering
albedo, and asymmetry parameter all contribute to the
intrinsic albedo of the cloud, and each of these quan-
tities differ between cloud types. In terms of potential
to form brightly reflective clouds, the MgSiO3 cloud has
the greatest abundance and a very high single scattering
albedo and thus the potential to contribute considerably
to the total albedo. Iron is the second most abundant,
but its low single scattering albedo (∼0.7) reduces its po-
tential reflectivity, particularly for smaller particle sizes.
Al2O3 is an order of magnitude less abundant and has
a low albedo, so less intrinsically reflective. MnS has
yet another order of magnitude less abundance, but it
is a highly conservative scatterer, and so it could poten-
tially significantly contribute to the total albedo. In all
cases, particles of each cloud were small, so asymmetry
parameters were low and the clouds could backscatter
efficiently. If particles happen to be larger, they would
strongly forward scattered, reducing their contribution
to the observable albedo, but modeling suggests parti-
cles near the top of atmosphere are likely sub-micron
in radius (Parmentier et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2017; Lines
et al. 2018).
The vertical positioning is perhaps even more impor-
tant. Higher altitude clouds can potentially contribute
more to the local albedo, as they are above more of the
absorbing atmosphere. As a cloud’s top moved deeper
into the absorbing atmosphere, its ability to contribute
to the observed reflectance diminished. Likewise, the
relative mixing or layering of clouds was very signifi-
cant. In our compact cloud case, the MgSiO3 cloud
formed at a greater height than the intrinsically less re-
flective Fe and Al2O3 clouds; the latter clouds formed
deeper and terminated beneath the MgSiO3. As a re-
sult, the local albedo along the cool western terminator
and norther latitudes was dominated by the overlying
MgSiO3 reflectance. In contrast, if the atmosphere is
well mixed, Al2O3 and Fe extended to the top of the
model and mixed with the MgSiO3 to reduce the net
13 
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Figure 5. The mapped integrated aerosol optical depth of the thin compact cloud (left), thin extended cloud (middle-left), and
thick compact cloud (middle-right), and thick-extended cloud (right) models, resulting from active (top) and post-processed
(bottom) approaches. The central latitude and longitude (0◦, 0◦) is the substellar point. The active clouds show greater optical
depths at high and mid latitudes and broken cloud coverage near the substellar point compared to the post-processed cases.
The inclusion of thermal radiative feedback caused the poles to become colder and cloudier due to self shadowing, while at the
substellar point, feedback caused transient thin patches to develop in the strongly heated, absorbing clouds.
single scattering albedo of the total cloud mixture, as
can be seen comparing Figures 6 and 7. This of course
assumes the total scattering properties may be approx-
imated by a weighted mixture; chemistry and cloud mi-
crophysics could result in one species coating another,
yielding properties more like the outer most layer, in
which case the computed albedos may differ.
On the shadowed nightside, where reflectance is unim-
portant, we present cloud thermal opacity above 25
mbar (roughly the pressure of the clear atmosphere’s
thermal photosphere). This picture is simpler since the
total opacity is essentially determined by the sum of
the component cloud infrared opacities. A majority of
the aerosol thermal opacity was due to iron condensate,
given its moderate abundance and relatively large ther-
mal extinction efficiency, followed by MgSiO3. Most of
the attenuating cloud opacity was located eastward and
poleward of the anti-stellar point, although, the com-
pact clouds attenuated less outgoing thermal radiation
at the poles simply because clouds formed and extin-
guished at deeper pressures. Likewise, Al2O3 produced
an optically thin cloud west of anti-stellar in the com-
pact case, but formed a more uniform cloud covering all
the nightside when permitted to extend to the top of the
model.
3.4. Predicted Reflectance and Emission
To evaluate the observable implications of our dif-
ferent models, we computed the dayside top-of-the-
atmosphere albedos, out-going thermal emissions, and
resulting visible and thermal phase curves for each us-
ing our two different approaches to processing clouds.
3.4.1. Total Dayside Albedos
The reflectance from the planet was dependent on
the cloud distribution, abundance, and particle scatter-
ing properties as discussed in Section 3.3. As Figure 8
shows, the two models assuming greater optical thick-
nesses were unsurprisingly more reflective. Of the two
thicker models, the compact was the most reflective, de-
spite the limited extent. This was because the bright,
high altitude MnS and MgSiO3 clouds reached above
less reflective Fe and Al2O3 clouds; if the clouds were
extended, the mixed cloud resulted in a lower albedo
despite the greater overall cloud cover. If the clouds
were post-processed onto the clear temperature field,
the compact cloud case had a global spherical albedo of
0.264, while the extended cloud had only a slightly lower
value of 0.257. When clouds were actively included, the
thick compact cloud had a spherical albedo of 0.230,
while the extend had an albedo of 0.202. In these lat-
ter cases, the albedos were lower and the differences were
greater because the radiative feedbacks vaporized clouds
on the dayside, resulting in a less uniform coverage.
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Figure 6. (top) Contribution of each cloud species to the total dayside reflectance, assuming weak vertical mixing limits
clouds to roughly a scale height in thickness, temperature permitting, and 10% condensation efficiency. Dayside atmospheric
albedos are multiplied by the cosine of the stellar incidence angles to appropriately account for the geometric effect of diffuse
reflection from a sphere, as approximated in our two-stream calculations. Clouds are assumed to be composed of small particle
(0.2 µm). MnS, MgSiO3, and iron clouds form preferentially near the cooler wester terminator and high latitudes; the warmer
condensation curve of Al2O3 allows thin clouds to form over much of the dayside, contributing to the total albedo. The poles
have low albedo as the clouds form and terminate deeper in colder regions. (bottom) Likewise, the IR optical thickness of
aerosols on the nightside, integrated from the top of the atmosphere down to the 25 mbar level, roughly corresponding to the
pressure of the clear atmosphere infrared photosphere. A majority of the thermal cloud opacity is due to iron condensate due
to its relatively large thermal extinction efficiency. Over this pressure range, the thickest clouds form at high latitudes and
eastward of the anti-stellar point. A thin cloud of Al2O3 forms at warmer temperatures to the west.
The trend was opposite for the thinner clouds, as
the global reflectance was less influenced by the rela-
tive single scattering albedo of different cloud species,
and more influenced by the overall spatial coverage.
The active thin cases showed far less broken coverage
than their thicker counterparts, and the difference be-
tween the extended case’s albedo (0.173) and the com-
pact case’s (0.153) was less. The post-processed models
again show higher albedos in each case, with spherical
albedos 0.180 and 0.166 for extended and compact cases,
respectively. The relatively greater reflectance for all the
post-processed cases shows the role of feedback in limit-
ing the cloud cover in our models; however, it is impor-
tant to note that different scattering properties would
yield different results. Our initial tests showed that if
only highly conservative scattering clouds are included
(i.e. $0 ∼1), a positive radiative feedback causes the
atmosphere to grow cold and cloudier, quickly clouding
over completely. So the result of the feedback depends
on the nature of the scatters.
Calculations for the atmospheric albedos neglected
Rayleigh scattering, which could significantly increase
the albedo of the clear or thinly clouded atmosphere.
The potential contribution from Rayleigh scattering de-
pends on the precise composition of the atmosphere
and the wavelengths at which it is observed. We pre-
viously determined that a spherical albedo of 0.1 at 400
nm was possible in our simple two-stream framework
due to Rayleigh scattering alone (Roman & Rauscher
2017), while more rigorous modeling by Demory et al.
(2013) and Munoz & Isaak (2015) suggested spheri-
cal albedos of 0.2 or more could be possible depending
on the amount of atmospheric absorbers. Gao et al.
(2017) noted that global sulfur photochemical hazes
could strongly absorb shortward of 0.4 µm, resulting
in albedos < 0.1, in contrast to the higher albedos from
scattering in a clear atmosphere. In any case, additional
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Figure 7. As in Figure 6, but for clouds with vertical thicknesses permitted to extend up to 100 µbar, temperature permitting,
to mimic strong vertical mixing. Compared to the scale-height cloud cases, the extended clouds produce a more uniform
reflectance and opacity in the observable atmosphere as the cloud base pressures are less consequential, though their general
distributions are qualitatively similar, with the exception of Al2O3, which now covers most of the planet in a thin cloud at
observable pressures. With all species clouds mixing up to 100 microbar, the lower single scattering albedos of the Al2O3, MnS,
and Fe clouds dilute the albedo of the MgSiO3 cloud in the total mixture. The broken cloud coverage due to radiative feedback
is apparent on the dayside.
Rayleigh scattering would increase the albedo and re-
duce inhomogeneity in the reflectance.
We note that all of our calculations yield a spherical
albedo that is a factor of two less than the spherical
albedo of Kepler-7b over the Kepler passband, which
was estimated to be in the range 0.40.5 by Munoz &
Isaak (2015) (or, alternatively, a geometric albedo of
0.35 ± 0.02 (Demory et al. 2013)). In general, achiev-
ing an albedo this great would require a large abun-
dance of highly reflective scatterers at sufficiently high
altitudes above the absorbing atmosphere. This can be
quite easily achieved by placing just a few optical depths
of aerosols uniformly over the disk (Roman & Rauscher
2017), as one might expect from a photochemical haze;
however, for an inhomogeneous condensate cloud, this
requires far greater aerosol optical thicknesses (∼ 150 or
greater above 10 mbar) depending on the precise cover-
age, as calculated by Munoz & Isaak (2015) and tested in
a GCM by Roman & Rauscher (2017). Our present sim-
ulations permit comparable aerosol optical thicknesses,
but the observed reflectance of Kepler-7b does not fall
out of the model naturally under the assumed condi-
tions. Given that we limit the potential optical thick-
nesses to 10% of the theoretical maximum values (by our
estimate), it is tempting to solve the albedo deficiency
by simply adding more aerosol mass, but our initial tests
suffer from numerical instabilities at higher abundances
due to strong absorption, as discussed in Sec. 2.2.2.
Furthermore, if the particle only scatter (i.e. $0 ∼ 1),
positive radiative feedbacks can easily cause the planet
to become too cold, globally cloudy, and far too reflec-
tive. This shows a limitation of our model, which lacks
physics of cloud limiting processes (such as rainout and
advection), but it also displays the sensitive dependence
on the combination of cloud species and scattering pa-
rameters used in the model, which may require some
balancing to self-consistently achieve the observed val-
ues of Kepler-7b.
3.4.2. Global Thermal Emissions and Energy Balance
The total thermal emission from the top of each mod-
eled atmosphere are shown in Figure 9. In all cases,
clouds reduced the emission relative to the clear at-
mosphere over the nightside, in contrast to what we
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Figure 8. Reflectance, expressed as top-of-the-atmosphere albedos multiplied by the cosine of the emission angle, for the
compact-thin cloud (left), extended-thin cloud (middle-lift), and compact-thick cloud (middle-right), and extended-thick cloud
(right) models, using active (top) and post-processed (bottom) approaches. The compact cloud models allows reflective MnS
and MgSiO3 clouds to reach above less reflective Fe and Al2O3 clouds, while the extended clouds mix all the cloud species
together; in the thicker case, the mixing of cloud species reduces the albedo, and radiative feedback causes cloud cover to be
broken on the dayside in the active cloud modeling.
had found using static, thermally insulating clouds (Ro-
man & Rauscher 2017), but the choice of cloud model
and processing significantly affected the pattern of emis-
sion. Recall that our method of post-processing simply
added clouds to the final iteration of the clear simu-
lation, and so they could affect the emission only by
attenuating outgoing radiation. As such, the patterns
for the post-processed cases were that of the clear at-
mosphere with fluxes reduced in locations where clouds
existed above the clear infrared photosphere. The differ-
ences are relatively subtle and they appear qualitatively
similar to each other, with globally reduced emission
and an eastward shift of the maximum, consistent with
standard hot Jupiter patterns (Showman et al. 2009;
Dobbs-Dixon et al. 2010; Rauscher & Menou 2010; Heng
et al. 2011; Mayne et al. 2014). The poles in the post-
processed compact case emitted more than the other
post-processed cases since those clouds were confined
beneath the height of maximum emission to space.
In contrast, the active cloud modeling allowed the at-
mosphere to respond and adjust to the cloud scattering,
and so the actual heating pattern differed. This resulted
in more strongly reduced nightside emission and en-
hanced dayside emission relative to the clear case. The
intense dayside emission was in part due to the cloud
heating and the partial clearing caused by the intense
instellation on the dayside, but it was fundamentally a
matter of global energy balance. As less energy radia-
tively escaped from the mostly clouded nightside, more
was forced to emerge from the dayside in order to main-
tain a global quasi-equilibrium. The post-processed so-
lutions were not subject to this rough energy balance
and thus did not see an increase in dayside emission
or an overall reduction in energy due to higher spheri-
cal albedos. In the post-processed thin cloud cases, the
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Figure 9. Mapped top-of-the-atmosphere thermal emission from the compact-thin cloud (left), extended-thin cloud (middle-
lift), and compact-thick cloud (middle-right), and extended-thick cloud (right) models, using active (top) and post-processed
(bottom) approaches. The substellar point is at the center (0◦, 0◦). As clouds reduce emission on the nightside and towards
the poles, dayside emission increases in the active cloud models, in contrast to the post-processed models.
total outgoing energy was determined by the instanta-
neous reflectance from clouds plus the atmosphere’s in-
trinsic thermal emission, partly reduced by the presence
of attenuating clouds, just as it was in the active cases;
however, unlike the active cases, the intrinsic thermal
emission in the post-processed cases was set by the tem-
perature of the clear atmosphere, which is warmer due
to its lower albedo. The post-processed cases therefore
intrinsically emit too much thermal radiation. In the
thin cloud cases, the total outgoing radiation exceeded
the incoming radiation by 10% when we assumed an
extended cloud, and by 12% when using the compact
cloud. The imbalance appears somewhat less for the
thicker cloud cases (2% and 8% for the extended and
compact cases, respectively), but this was simply due to
the thicker clouds’ ability to block more of the inflated
intrinsic emission.
It is worth noting that though energy is balanced in
our active models, the applied double gray approxima-
tion limits the accuracy of the computed transmissions,
as discussed in Section 2.3. In particular, the emission is
likely underestimated in the coldest, cloudiest regions,
and to maintain energy balance, overestimated in the
warm clear regions. A direct comparison between simi-
lar modeling using double-gray and non-gray should be
the focus of future work.
3.4.3. Reflected and Thermal Phase Curves
The reflected light and thermal emission were used to
compute the reflected and thermal phase curves shown
in Figure 10. The figure shows the curves for each case of
cloud properties using the active and post-processing ap-
proaches. For emission curves, the post-processed curves
were a relatively similar to each other, as would be ex-
pected from the discussion of emission maps above; the
clouds simply attenuated emission without altering the
temperature field, and so their ability to dramatically
alter the pattern of emission and differentiate from one
another was limited. The thermal phase curves clearly
showed that these post-processed solutions are essen-
tially identical in phasing to the clear atmosphere curve,
with the peaks shifted ∼ 41◦- 45◦ to the east of sub-
stellar, though with significantly reduced flux, particu-
larly on the nightside. The flux is preferentially reduced
on the nightside where clouds are thicker, modestly in-
creasing the amplitude of the curve.
The active cloud models, however, show how the ra-
diative feedbacks can significantly increase the ampli-
tude and alter the phasing of the emission curve. The
reduced nightside flux and compensating greater dayside
flux resulted in greater amplitudes than we saw for the
clear and post-processed curves. The extended cloud
emission curves had larger amplitudes than the corre-
sponding compact cloud cases as a result of the higher
clouds penetrating farther into the thermal photosphere.
Interestingly, in all four active cloud cases, the phas-
ing is such that the hotspot was closer to the substel-
lar point. The eastward shifts were relatively modest,
falling between ∼ 14◦ and 29◦ east of substellar, de-
creasing with increasing amplitude. The clear and post-
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Figure 10. Phase curves for different cloud models computed from simulations with active clouds (solid) and post-processed
clouds (dashed), along with the clear model (black dotted). Orbital phases of zero and one correspond to the when the center
of the nightside (i.e. antistellar point) faces the observer, while 0.5 corresponds to the substellar point. The curves are color
coded, with the location of the maximum emission and reflectance indicated, as shown in the key. The observationally inferred
reflected-light phase curve Kepler bandpass(Demory et al. 2013) is represented by the gray + symbols. The active cloud model
results have greater amplitude thermal phase curves with lesser phase shifts (less eastward) compared to the post-processed and
clear model results. In reflected light, the phase curves for the active clouds and post-processed cases are similar in amplitude
and phasing for the thin clouds. For the thicker clouds, both post-processed curves have greater amplitude, but slightly lesser
phase shift compared to the active clouds.
processed curves showed an offset of ∼43◦ from substel-
lar.
In reflected light phase curves, the post-processed
cases show peaks and shifts up to 25% greater than the
active cloud cases for the thicker cloud cases, consistent
with the radiative feedback reducing dayside cloud cov-
erage in the active models. For the thinner clouds, the
differences between the two approaches were less than
10%.
The phasing of the reflected phase curve peak was de-
termined by the distribution of the reflective clouds. In
the compact active cases, the exposed, bright, western-
terminator MgSiO3 and MnS clouds produced offsets of
roughly 29◦ to 40◦. When clouds were extended, this
shift was partly offset by lower albedo clouds that cov-
ered much of the dayside, falling at less than 20◦.
It is interesting to compare these reflected light phase
curves to those observed and previously modeled for
Kepler-7b, whose planet parameters we have adopted for
this study. Munoz & Isaak (2015) found that brightly
reflecting, thick clouds of small particles located west
of substellar could were needed to best fit the asym-
metry in the reflected phase curve (offset westward ∼
41 ± 12◦) as observed by Demory et al. (2013). Webber
et al. (2015) came to a similar conclusion but found that
their models fell short of reproducing the observations
in both albedo and phase shift. Presently, by letting the
cloud cover and consequent reflectance be determined
self-consistently by the temperature field, we find we can
only match the phase shift in some cases (the compact
cases) and always fall short of the observed amplitude
by more than a factor of two. While it is not surpris-
ing that our albedos are too low (as discussed in Section
3.4.1) given that we only include 10% of the potential
condensible mass for just a few of the probable cloud
species (two of which have relatively low single scatter-
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ing albedos), increasing the cloud abundances to match
the albedo does not easily improve the fit to the phase
curve. This is because a higher albedo will result in a
colder atmosphere that can form clouds globally, pro-
ducing little asymmetry in the reflectance, as is seen
in the cloudy simulations of Lines et al. (2018). Our
preliminary tests show similar effects, but more work
is needed to understand the role of neglected processes
and omitted cloud species on the reflected phase curves.
It is conceivable that, given a diversity of aerosols, a
strongly asymmetric reflectance in a higher albedo at-
mosphere can be maintained if conservative scattering
and cooling along the western terminator is balanced by
aerosol absorption and heating in clouds to the east.
Finally, we contrast these results with our previous
modeling, which neglected any radiative feedback. In
that previous work, very high, thick clouds were fixed
in place to reproduce reflected phase curves, while the
infrared infrared phase curves were then predicted. We
had found eastward shifts of ∼43◦-68◦ —greater than
expected for the clear atmosphere alone. Now, with a
more complex, physically motivated treatment of mul-
tiple clouds that each respond to changes in the tem-
perature structure, we find our model predicts infrared
phase curves that are less than expected for a clear at-
mosphere. This difference can largely be explained by
the role of aerosol radiative feedback in context of our
double-gray model. Given the simple temperature de-
pendence simulated, aerosols in our model grow thicker
where it is colder, and become thinner were it is hot.
On the dayside, the intense heating of optical absorb-
ing aerosols in the substellar region causes local heat-
ing, which in turn results in patchy cloud coverage as
clouds continually evaporate and reform. This creates
a window through the clouds that allows for more ra-
diation to penetrate. However, critical to the infrared
phase curves, it also creates a more transparent window
through which more thermal radiation can escape from
the otherwise cloudy, opaque atmosphere. So the ther-
mal response to heating in the visible channel sets the
pattern for how heat escapes in the thermal channel.
Since the stellar heating is centered at the substellar
point, the resulting phase curves peak closer to the sub-
stellar point, and hence have less phase offset. Without
radiative feedback, this would not occur. Together, our
present and previous models demonstrate how feedback
can alter the conclusions drawn from GCM modeling.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We modeled a hot Jupiter atmosphere using a GCM
with a simple temperature-dependent cloud scheme that
includes basic radiative feedbacks. We ran simulations
for four cases, each with a different assumption regard-
ing the vertical distribution and cloud opacities. For
each case, we processed clouds using two different ap-
proaches. In our active-cloud approach, clouds were in-
cluded throughout the duration of the model and al-
lowed to alter and respond to the temperature field; in
our post-processing approach, clouds were only passively
added to the final results of a clear atmospheric model.
This comparison highlighted the important role of a sim-
ple feedback mechanism and how assumptions regarding
cloud properties may affect results. We draw the follow-
ing conclusions:
• Predicted cloud distributions differ depending on
whether radiative feedback processes are included
or not. Simulations including active radiative feed-
back resulted in less cloud cover along the equa-
tor and more at high latitudes than that found in
results post-processed from clear models. Differ-
ences were greatest for thick and extended clouds,
though all our tested cloud models produced sig-
nificant differences in cloud cover, temperature,
thermal emission, and phase curves. In general,
differences in phase curve amplitudes and shifts
were roughly 10% or less for the thinner clouds
(visible optical thickness per bar of ∼1,400) and
as much as 25% for the thicker clouds (∼ 14,000 τ
per bar).
• Radiative feedback from clouds can significantly
alter the temperature field, depending primarily
on aerosol scattering properties and abundances.
Highly reflective and abundant MgSiO3 and MnS
clouds can significantly cool the underlying atmo-
sphere and increase the planetary albedo. Ab-
sorbing Al2O3 and Fe can heat the atmosphere.
In particular, Al2O3 was found to raise the sub-
stellar temperatures and force them towards the
Al2O3 condensation curve as the mineral fluctu-
ates between evaporating and condensing. Other
condensates may behave similarly in atmospheres
of different temperatures. Processes neglected in
this modeling, such as rain out, latent heating, and
advection of cloud particles, may modify these ef-
fects.
• The vertical positioning of clouds is significant.
Clouds forming higher in the atmosphere have a
stronger influence on the observed reflectance and
emission. If clouds are vertically layered, the prop-
erties of the highest cloud can dominate. If clouds
are vertically well mixed, darker component par-
ticles may easily reduce the overall albedo of the
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mixture depending on the cloud chemistry and mi-
crophysics.
• When clouds are post-processed, the global energy
balance is typically not conserved because the at-
mosphere cannot thermally adjust to the altered
fluxes. This was true for our thicker and thinner
cloud models. On the dayside, this means the in-
creased reflectance will not necessarily match the
diminished emission. On the nightside, clouds may
reduce emission from the underlying atmosphere
without a compensating increase in emission else-
where. When radiative feedback is actively in-
cluded throughout the simulation, the global en-
ergy balance is conserved. In these cases, an
increased dayside albedo can reduce the global
emission, and an attenuated emission on a cloudy
nightside will be compensated by an increase in
emission on a clearer dayside, creating a greater
day-night contrast.
• Our computed thermal phase curves from post-
processed simulations were similar in phase shift
and amplitude to each other, and similar to the
clear atmosphere results, but with reduced flux.
If radiative feedback was included, in all cases
the amplitude of the curves significantly increased
while the eastward phase shift decreased due to
more radiation escaping through clearings in the
substellar region; however, the amplitude of the
predicted phase curve and day-night contrast may
be overestimated by the double-gray approxima-
tion.
• Compact cloud models with active radiative feed-
back produced reflected light phase curves with
the greatest phase shifts, consistent to that in-
ferred for Kepler-7b, though the amplitudes were
deficient by a factor of two or more in all cases.
This suggest that even higher and/or thicker re-
flective clouds along western limb are required to
match observations, possibly in combination with
warming, less reflective clouds to the east. The
highest amplitude curves were produced by thick,
post-processed clouds.
Though our modeling neglects or simplifies much of
the complex aerosol physics, it neatly isolates the role
of scattering and radiative cloud feedbacks for a typi-
cal hot Jupiter atmospheres. The basic conclusions il-
lustrate how aerosol scattering may alter the tempera-
ture field and consequent observations. As the radia-
tive effects associated with clouds alter the local at-
mospheric temperatures and fluxes, the greater atmo-
sphere responds to fundamentally preserve the global
energy balance. Existing cloud distributions will natu-
rally change to respond to the altered temperature field
until a quasi-steady state equilibrium is reached. In-
stantaneous post-processing does not allow for these ad-
justments, and so the predicted cloud distribution, emis-
sion, and reflectance will differ. While post-processing
clear simulations can be appropriate for determining ba-
sic characterizations of cloud distributions in an atmo-
sphere, it neglects the important response of the atmo-
sphere that in turn affects the cloud distribution. Care
should be taken in using post-processing when clouds
are thick enough to provide significant scattering, which
may be common given the expected abundances of con-
densible gases in solar-composition atmospheres.
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APPENDIX
A. PARTICLE SCATTERING PARAMETERS
Our radiative transfer modeling of clouds required specifying parameters to describe the scattering and absorption
of radiation, as listed in Table 2. These included the single scattering albedo ($0), asymmetry parameter (g0), and the
extinction efficiency (Qe) for each layer of particles. Optical depths per bar (τ
∗
a ) were computed based on the assumed
molecular abundances (χg), the fraction of vapor condensed (f), particles sizes, particle densities (ρ), and computed
extinction efficiencies. Particles properties were evaluated at 650 nm and 5 µm, representing the two channels (visible
and infrared) of our double-gray, two-stream radiative transfer scheme, for 0.2 µm particles using Mie theory and
compositionally appropriate refractive indices.
Table 2. Aerosol Scattering Parameters
Parameter MgSiO3 Fe Al2O3 MnS
Mole fraction, χg 3.26× 10−5 2.94× 10−5 2.77× 10−6 3.11× 10−7
Particle density, ρ ( g/cm3) 3.2 7.9 4.0 4.0
Refractive index, visible 1.7 + i1× 10−4 2.5 + i3.5 1.7 + i4× 10−2 2.9 + i3× 10−4
Refractive index, IR 1.7 + i6× 10−3 4.3+ i10.5 1.7 + i2× 10−2 2.9 + i1× 10−9
Visible | IR
Single scattering albedo, $0 1.00 | 0.16 0.69 | 0.24 0.87 | 0.03 1.00 | 1.00
Asymmetry parameter, g0 0.65 | 0.03 0.44 | -0.17 0.66 | 0.02 0.27 | 0.06
Extinction efficiency, Qe 2.76 | 0.01 2.98 | 0.14 3.17 | 0.01 2.93 | 0.02
Thinner Cloud (f=0.01):
Optical depth per bar, τ∗a 1143.8 | 3.0 219.6 | 11.9 38.9 | .23 6.9 | 0.05
Thicker Cloud (f=0.10):
Optical depth per bar, τ∗a 11438.0 | 29.7 2196.0 | 118.6 389.0 | 2.3 69.0 | 0.5
Note—Parameters were computed using a Mie theory code of M. I. Mishchenko (de Rooij & van der Stap
1984; Mishchenko et al. 1999) assuming a log normal size distribution with the effective mean particle radii
of 0.2 µm and a variance of 0.1 µm. Complex indices of refraction were taken from Kitzmann & Heng
(2018). Wavelength dependent parameters were evaluated at 650 nm (vis) and 5.0 µm (IR).
